
TYPO3 Core - Bug #90574

Image size of thumbnails wrong if there is a problem with image generation - at backen extension list

2020-02-28 14:05 - Christian Hackl

Status: Closed Start date: 2020-02-28

Priority: Could have Due date:  

Assignee:  % Done: 0%

Category: Backend User Interface Estimated time: 0.00 hour

Target version: Candidate for patchlevel   

TYPO3 Version: 9 Complexity:  

PHP Version: 7.3 Is Regression:  

Tags:  Sprint Focus:  

Description

If the image generation does not work, for example because of an error (like: https://forge.typo3.org/issues/90573) or because

Image- Graphicsmagick is not installed, then the icons in the extension list are displayed in their original size. (see appendix)

In addition the extension titles of the very large images are put over the extension_key.

It would be nice if this would be set to a max-width / max-height via CSS, for example.

Related issues:

Related to TYPO3 Core - Task #90491: Cleanup CSS Stylings Closed 2020-02-22

History

#1 - 2020-02-28 17:46 - Susanne Moog

- Target version changed from 10 LTS to Candidate for Major Version

#2 - 2020-02-29 10:42 - Riccardo De Contardi

- Category set to Backend User Interface

#3 - 2020-03-09 13:32 - Georg Ringer

- Tracker changed from Feature to Bug

- Status changed from New to Accepted

- Priority changed from Should have to Could have

- Target version changed from Candidate for Major Version to Candidate for patchlevel

- TYPO3 Version set to 9

#4 - 2020-03-12 22:01 - Georg Ringer

- Status changed from Accepted to Closed

this has been solved in 10 with the issue #90491 adding the following code

.extension-icon {

    height: 16px;

    width: 16px;

}

 as this is valid but an edge case I will close the issue

#5 - 2020-03-12 22:01 - Georg Ringer

- Related to Task #90491: Cleanup CSS Stylings added
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